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Engineering, Computing &  
Technology eJournal Portfolio 
This unique journal portfolio has been developed in line with the research outputs of 
academic engineering and computing departments to ensure that content matches 
institutional needs. It features research that has contributed to major advancements in 
the field and looks for solutions to some of the world’s greatest challenges, including the 
environment, industry, innovation, infrastructure, sustainability and communities. 
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“Complexity-based task allocation in human-
robot collaborative assembly”

(Industrial Robot the international journal of 
robotics research and application)

Presents methodology for evaluating tasks for 
assigning to the robot and creating 
a work–load balance forming a 
human–robot work team. Finally, 
an assessment tool for simplified 
industrial deployment.

“End-to-end tsunami early warning systems” 
in collaboration with IOC-UNESCO IOTWMS 
International”

(International Journal of Disaster Resilience  
in the Built Environment, 2020)

Prof. Anne Neville (University of Leeds) is 
the Royal Academy of Engineering Chair of 
Emerging Technologies and was awarded an 
OBE for services to Engineering. 

“The future of manufacturing industry: a 
strategic roadmap toward Industry 4.0”

(Journal of manufacturing technology 
management)

The strategic roadmap presented in  
this study can offer as a holistic 
view of common steps that  
manufacturers need to undertake 
in their transition toward the 
Industry 4.0.

“Depression and social anxiety in relation to 
problematic smartphone use”

(Internet Research)

Tests rumination as a possible transdiagnostic 
(cross-sectional) mediator in the  
relationships between the severity  
of mental health disorders and  
problematic smartphone use.

“Understanding blockchain technology for 
future supply chains: a systematic literature 
review and research agenda”

(Supply Chain Management)

Demonstrates how blockchain  
technology has the potential to  
disrupt existing supply chain  
provisions as well as a number of  
challenges to its successful diffusion.
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Topical coverage

• 5G 

• Artificial Intelligence 

• Industry 4.0 

• Big Data 

• Internet of Things 

• Robotics 

• Aerodynamics 

• 3D/4D printing 

• Cloud computing 

• Automation 

• Lean manufacturing 

• Quality control 

• Electromechanics 

• Electronic devices and materials 

• Design manufacture and testing 

• Control theory 

• Sensors and actuators 

• Materials 

•  Components and building 
technologies 

• Structural integrity 

• Tribology, policy 

•  Data protection and privacy 
telecommunications 

• Satellites and spacecraft 

• Aeronautics 

• Cybersecurity 

• Electronic commerce 

• Digital currencies 

• Construction management 

• Green buildings 

• Sustainability 

•  Building Information  
Modelling (BIM) 

•  Visual and stimulation 
technologies 

• Operations management 

•  New technology acceptance, 
diffusion logistics and the  
supply chain 

• Computational engineering 

• Engineering management 

• Cybernetics 

• Human–computer interaction 

• Computer information systems 

•  Ubiquitous computing and  
smart sensors 

• Resilient infrastructure 

• Smart building 

• Smart materials 

• Polymers 

• Colorants and fine chemicals 

• Metals and alloys 

• Semantic web

• Data analytics

Featured titles

CIRCUIT WORLD  

A platform for state of the art, technical papers and 
editorials in the areas of electronic circuits. The editor, 

Professor Pecht, is the founder and Director of CALCE at 
the University of Maryland, which is funded by over 150 

of the world’s leading electronics companies.

INDUSTRIAL ROBOT: THE  
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ROBOTICS 

RESEARCH AND APPLICATION

The latest developments relating to the use of robotic 
technology, both in the present and future. Coverage 

includes: AI for autonomous unmanned systems, 
agricultural robots, human-robot interaction, robots 

for environmental monitoring, rehabilitation robots and 
wearable robotics/exoskeletons.

KYBERNETES

The spirit of this journal comes from Norbert Wiener’s 
understanding of cybernetics as “The Human Use of 

Human Beings”. Kybernetes is the official journal of the 
UNESCO recognized World Organisation of Systems 

and Cybernetics (WOSC).

INTERNET RESEARCH

The first publication to use the phrase “World Wide 
Web” as coined by Sir Tim Berners-Lee. Today, this 
title continues to publish leading-edge research on 

internet technologies and applications, including 
social media, e-government, web analytics, 
smartphones and mobile operating systems.

JOURNAL OF INFORMATION, 
COMMUNICATION AND ETHICS IN SOCIETY

Information and communication technologies have 
been in constant change for the past decade. From the 
paperless office to nanotechnology and virtual learning 
environments these technologies continue to impact 

upon society, organizations, the environment and 
individuals. Editor Simon Rogerson is an award-winning 

researcher and teacher in the field and is considered 
the prime instigator in establishing a computer and 

information ethics movement in Europe.

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

SCM tackles the challenges posed by globalization 
and rapidly changing technology trends that directly 

affect supply chain design and management. Example 
coverage includes demand forecasting, e-supply 

chains, lean and agile, integration and collaboration, 
procurement, reverse and closed loop supply chains, 

sustainability and value chain strategies.
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For over 50 years, championing fresh thinking has been at the heart 
of the Emerald business. Our core ethos is to help make a difference 
so that little by little, those in academia or in practice can work 
together to make a positive change in the real world. 

Our publications and publishing services help authors tell their 
story in a meaningful and timely way, providing innovative tools and 
services to build confidence and capability in impactful research.
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•  Indexed in all major discovery systems 
including Primo, Summon, OCLC and EBSCO 

•  Users can download citations directly from 
the platform to load into their citation 
management tool

•  KBART and MARC records available  
to download. 

FAST AND ACCURATE RESULTS

• Quick and advanced search 

•  Search results ordered by relevance,  
regardless of content type 

•    MarkLogic’s powerful search technology 
quickly surfaces relevant content

•  Predictable navigation and simple interface 

•  Browse pages by content type and institution 
holdings offer new routes to discover content.

FLEXIBLE ACCESS FOR USERS

•   No download restrictions or embargoes 

•  Profiles give users personalization features, such  
as ‘save search’ and ‘Table of Contents’ alerts

•   HTML, PDF and ePub formats 

•   Access via desktop or mobile device 
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